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Summer. Imagine that you in a forest. The air is fresh, the sky is blue, the sun 

is shining, the birds are singing their beautiful songs. You are happy. 

 

How are you? Are you really happy? 

1. Объявлениетемыицелейурока 

Fine! I hope we`ll work hard today and your mood will be the same at the end of 

our lesson.  

Look at the blackboard, please. With the help of crossword let`s find out the title of 

our lesson. (Приложение 1) 

So, I`ll ask you the names of different films and you`ll guess the genre.For right 

answers I`ll give you pounds (Приложение 2)in order you to buy something 

during our lesson. How do you think can we do this task?(Слайд 1) 

 

1. Gladiator ( Action ) 

2. The Sound of  Music ( Musical ) 

3. Robin Hood ( Adventure ) 

4. Hey! Cowboys! ( Western ) 

5. Home Along! ( Comedy ) 

6. The Lord of the Rings ( Fantasy ) 



You are right. Today we`ll have the lesson of discussion. And the title of our lesson is 

Going to the Cinema.  

Today we are going to talk about films, genres, make questions and answers in 

Present Simple, we`ll go to the cinema, watch exciting films and discuss it. 

For each well-done task you`ll get puzzle,(Приложение 3) from which you have to 

make a picture at the end of our lesson. I`ll hope we`ll have a good time.  

So, ready, steady, go! 

 

 

2. Введение в языковую среду 

All of us watch TV in our free time. Do you like going to the cinema?  

How often do you go to the cinema?  

What kinds of films do you like or don`t like?  

I like … because … I don`t like … because  …(Надоске) 

What do you need to buy in order to go to the cinema? 

Right you are. I suggest to change your money for tickets and go to the cinema all 

together. (Приложение 4)So, welcome to the Odeon.  

 

3. Основной этап 

Close your eyes and imagine that you are watching a film. With the help of music try 

to guess the genre of this film. (Home Along music) 

Let`s describe this film with the help of following phrases:(Приложение 5) 

 

1. I think It is a … 

2. The main character is (are) …  

3. It is full of … 

4. The ending is … 

5. This film is for … 



 

Let`s watch the trailer of this film and see weather our predictions were right or not. 

(Home Along video) 

Do you know the name of this film? 

Have you ever watched it? 

Do you want to watch this film once again? 

Very good! Take the first part of the puzzle. 

 

 

Reading 

The next film we are going to watch is Star Wars. 

 

 

Let`s read the information about this film and be ready to answer the question: 

What is the genre of this film? 

(Приложение 6) 

 

Take one card and continue the sentences according to this text. 

(Приложение 7) 

 

Fine! Here is the second part of our puzzle. 

 

Grammar 

Now let`s make all types of questions to this text. We`ll do it in groups. 

Group№1will make questions and group№2will answer. While the first group is 

preparing questions, with the second one we`ll repeat our grammar rule. 

1. Колькі тыпаў пытанняў вы ведаеце? Назавіце іх. 

2. Якія пытальныя словы вы ведаеце? 



3. Калі задаецца альтэрнатыўнае пытанне? 

4. Прывядзіце прыклад раздзяляльнага пытання. 

5. З якіх слоў пачынаецца пытанне да дзейніка? Прывядзіце прыклад. 

 

Very well! You get the third part of the puzzle. 

 

I see group№1 is ready. Let`s listen their questions. 

 

Your work is really good today! Here is one more part of our picture. 

 

Excellent! 

 

4. Физ. минутка 

You know, when I go to school today, I met Mickey Mouse. He decided to go with 

me and to show you what he does every day in order to be healthy and why he is 

always in a good mood.(Слайд 2-10) 

 

Listening 

You see, we have the last film, we haven`t watched yet. Before watching it, let`s 

listen to the conversation and answer the question: 

 Where are the children going and What are they going to watch? 

Good for you! 

Do you want to watch this cartoon?(Madagascar video) 

 

Watching activity 

Fine! Let`s do it! But before watching the cartoon, pay attention to the following 

words and right it down in your vocabularies.  

Fabulous – невероятный 

Spot – пятно 

Filthy – отвратительный  



Proudly – гордо(Надоске) 

 

 

Be ready to full fill the missing words in the table: 

 

 Animal Name Character 

 
Lion Alex 

Brave, famous, 

strong 

 

 
Zebra Martin 

Funny, crazy, 

energetic 

 

Giraffe Melmen 
Boring, sick, 

sad 

 

Hippo Gloria 
Lazy, clever, 

attractive 

 

Answer my questions, please. 

1. Where does the story take place? 

2. Who are the main characters? 

3. What problem does the giraffe has? 

4. What does Gloria like to do? 

5. Who makes people laugh? 

6. Who is the king of New York City? 

 

Good! For your good work you get the fifth part.  

Speaking 

And now let`s listen our dialogue once again and be ready to complete 

theconversation with the missing phrases. (Приложение 8) 

 



M: Hi, Jen. This is Maurice. How are you? 

J: Hello, Maurice! I`m fine. How are you? 

M: I`m very well, thanks. Let`s go to the cinema tomorrow. 

J: What`s on? 

M: There`s a great western on in the Odeon. 

J: Oh, sorry. I don`t like to watch something more amusing. 

M: Have you seen Madagascar? It`s about animals that run away from the zoo. 

J: Is it a comedy? 

M: it`s a really funny cartoon. You must see it! 

J: Well, OK. What time does it start? 

M: 6 o`clock. See you there. 

J: Bye! 

 

Exchange your works and let`s check the right answers. (Слайд 11) 

Do you have mistakes? 

Read the right answers. 

 

Good for you!Take the sixth part of our picture. 

 

And now according to this dialogue make your own dialogues in pairs. Imagine that 

you invite your friend to the cinema. Don`t forget about the following phrases: 

What`s on? 

Where is it on? 

What time does it start?(Надоске) 

I see you know a lot! Super! Take the last part of our puzzle. 

 

Now you got all partsof  our puzzle. Go to the blackboard and make one picture. 

What is the name of this cartoon? Right you are – Shrek. Have you ever seen this 

cartoon? 

 



5. Домашнеезадание(Слайд 12) 

Your home task for the next time will be to describe this cartoon (the plot, 

characters, your attitude to this cartoon). 

6. Заключительный этап 

I see you know a lot! Good for you! Our lesson comes to the end and we`ve done a 

lot work today - we`ve learnt how to build all types of questions, went to the cinema, 

watched some films and discuss them.  

 

 

7. Подведение итогов 

Your work at the lesson was nice. I am very glad, that`s why  

…….. get 10 - your speech was really well and you answered all my questions, 

……... get 9 – you were very active, but have little mistakes, 

…….. get 8  - also had mistakes and didn`t answer some question, 

……. get 6 – I hope you`ll work harder and we`ll be more active next time. 

 

8. Рефлексия(Слайд 12) 

And now try to imagine you as some of these heroes. Tell me please, who are 

you and why? 

The lesson is over. Good bye, boys and girls. 
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Приложение 4 

 

 

 

 



Приложение 5 

1. It is a … 

2. The main character is (are) …  

3. It is full of … 

4. The ending is … 

5. This film is for … 
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Приложение 6 

Star Wars 

The story takes place on a faraway planet in the future. The main characters are: 

Luke Skywalker, Princess Leia and Darth Vader. 

Luke lives on one of the planets in the galaxy. He dreams of going to other planets. 

One day he gets a letter, which princess Leia sent to her old friend. In the letter she 

asked for help. Luke decides to help the princess and his adventures begin. On his 

way he finds new friends – a brave pilot of a spaceship and two robots. The robots 

are really amusing. And the bad character – Darth Vader – is terrible. 

Star Wars is an exciting film for all the family! Don`t miss it! 

 

1. Does this film …………………… ? 

2. Where does ……………………… ? 

3. Who is …………………………… ? 

4. Luke decides …………………… , doesn`t he? 

5. Does Vader is ……………….. or ………………. character? 

 

 

Star Wars 

The story takes place on a faraway planet in the future. The main characters are: 

Luke Skywalker, Princess Leia and Darth Vader. 

Luke lives on one of the planets in the galaxy. He dreams of going to other planets. 

One day he gets a letter, which princess Leia sent to her old friend. In the letter she 

asked for help. Luke decides to help the princess and his adventures begin. On his 

way he finds new friends – a brave pilot of a spaceship and two robots. The robots 

are really amusing. And the bad character – Darth Vader – is terrible. 

Star Wars is an exciting film for all the family! Don`t miss it! 

 

1. Does this film …………………… ? 

2. Where does ……………………… ? 

3. Who is …………………………… ? 

4. Luke decides …………………… , doesn`t he? 

5. Does Vader is ……………….. or ………………. character? 



Приложение 7 

1. The story takes place … 

2. The main characters are … 

3. Luke lives … 

4. In the letter Leia … 

5. Luke decides … 

6. On his way he finds … 

7. The robots are … 

8. Star wars is … 

 



Приложение 8 

M: Hi, Jen. This is Maurice. ……………………? 

J: Hello, Maurice! I`m fine. How are you? 

M: I`m very well, thanks. Let`s go to the cinema tomorrow. 

J: ……………………? 

M: There`s a great western on in the Odeon. 

J: Oh, sorry. I don`t like to watch something more …………. . 

M: Have you seen Madagascar? It`s about ……………. that run 

 away from the zoo. 

J: ………………..? 

M: it`s a really funny cartoon. You must see it! 

J: Well, OK. …………………………………? 

M: 6 o`clock. See you there. 

J: Bye! 
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